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HTGR-GT SYSTEMS OPTIMIZATION STUDIES 

by L. L. Kammerzell, Manager, HTGR Systems Design Branch 
and 

J. w. Read, Project Manager, HTGR-GT Program 
General Atomic Company 
San Diego, California 

ABSTRACT 

The compatibility of the inherent features of the high-temperature gas
cooled reactor (HTGR) and the closed-cycle gas turbine combined into a power 
conversion system results in a plant with characteristics consistent with 
projected utility needs and national energy goals. These characteristics 
are (1) plant siting flexibility; (2) high resource utilization; (3) low 
safety risks; (4) proliferation resistance; and (5) low occupational expo
sure for operating and maintenance personnel. System design. and evaluation 
studies on dry-cooled intercooled and nonintercooled commercial plants in 
the 800-MW(e) to 1200-MW(e) size range are described, with emphasis on the 
sensitivity of plant design objectives to variation of component and plant 
design parameters. The impact of these parameters on fuel cycle, fi~sion 
product release, total plant economics, sensitivity to escalation rates, and 
plant capacity factors is examined. 
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INTrtODUCTION 

The design of the high-temperature gas-cooled 
reactor closed-cycle gas turbine (llTGr.-GT) has 
evolved over the past seven years (1), and a refer
ence design was developed during 1977 and 1978. This 
design consisted of a 3000-HH(t) nonintercooled plant 
with three power conversion loops (2). An updated 
version of this plant was developed in 1979. This 
version formed the basis for the computer design and 
cost algorithms used in the plant optimization 
studies reported herein. 

The nonintercooled plant was selected for the 
reference plant in 1977 because of its compatibility 
with cogeneration (bottoming cycle or process heat) 
and dry cooling and the desire to keep the nuclear 
heat source portion of the plant as simple as pos
sible. The intercooled plant offered some perfor
mance advantages, but because of anticipated para
sitic pressure losses, the performance gain \1as not 
of sufficient magnitude to compensate for its 
increased cost and complexity. lntercooling was 
therefore nut select~d or fully evaluated during the 
period uhen the reference design was being cleveloped 
\1972 to 1978). With the increased emphasis on the 
gas turbine in 1979 and the apparent lack of utility 
interest· in the bottoming cycle, it was felt that the 
intercooled cycle should be studied in more cletail. 

During the course of the 1979 effort, Gas-Cooled 
Reactor Associates {GCr..A) made major contributions to 
the pro gr.am. Of significance were their recommended 
plant size [approximately 800 Mll'(e)] and requirement 
that the turbine be capable of removal without dis
placement of the electric generator. These have a 
larac impact on Lhe intercooled/nonintercooled evalu
ation. Ii\ particular, the turbine removal require- · 
ment dictated a two-loop configuration. The layout 
characteristics ci!" "the intercooled plant are "such 
that it is only competitive in the two-loop configu
ration, particularly from the viewpoint of scaling. 
The 1979 plant design configuration studies for dry
cooled intcrcooled and nonintercooled plants are 
reported elsewhere (3). Thi& paper describes the 
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parameter-related studies (for defining the optimal 
plant parBLleters for the two cycles) conducted <luring 
1979 to support individual cycle configuration devel
opment leading to selection of one cycle. 

OPTIMIZATIO!I AlID DESIGN EVALUATION 

The IITGf:-GT program is presently in the initial 
stages of cycle selection and conceptual design. 
System parameter selection, accomplished during opti
mization, has a dramatic effect on conceptual design 
by influencing overall plant perfotT.1ance, avail
ability, safety, and economics. It is therefore 
appropriate and necessary to determine at the earli
est stages of the design the sensitivity of these 
factors to changes in plant parameters. As the 
design progresses, additional guidance will be 
required to maintain a cost-effective design. This 
will be done by evaluating performance margins, the 
probability of achieving rated performance, and 
design alternatives. 

The funetio11 u.r systems optimization and design 
evaluations during the conceptual design stage are to 
identify (1) an optimized set of parameters for fur
ther design development, (2) iensitive areas where 
additional design definition or improvements would be 
effective, and (3) where margins can most effectively 
be applied to achieve the desired probability of per
formance success at minimum cost. To accomplish 
this, sensitivity evaluations must be conclucted on 
plant capital and fuel cycle costs, availability/ 
maintenance, plant siting flexibility, and safety. 
The influence of the latter three items on the direc
tion of the deoign of the l'lant has increased as 
their importance to the bottom line costs of the 
plant has been recognized. In particular, siting 
flexibility and availability have received more 
attention in recent years. 

A design and cost evaluation computer code, 
CODER, has been used for the sensitivity evaluations 
in which the variables being evaluated interact with 
one another. CODER was developP.cl using generic sub
routines where applicable and developing specific 



subroutines to achieve a model ~1hich represents the 
overall plant at various levels of detail. In gen
eral, the level of detail is representative of the 
influence of the component on the plant evaluation 
factors. 

CODER is not intended to be used to prepare a 
detailed design configuration or a cost estimate for 
the r~TGR-GT. P.ather, it is used to guide and evalu
ate from a fixed reference point the changes in plant 
characteristics resulting from changes in design 
parameters. To accomplish this, the base case refer
ence design and cost data or reference point for fur
ther CODER operations is developed by combining 
design and cost algorithms and available cost and 
design information. The data generated by the algo
rithms are then normalized to agree tiith· the avail
able design and cost information. 

The subroutines having a major impact on the 
plant evaluation factors are those associated with 
providing size, configuration, thermal performance, 
fuel performance, and cost i.nformation for (1) the 
reactor core, (2) the precooler/intercooler, (3) the 
recuperator, (4) the PCRV, and (5) the overall plant 
thermodynamic cycle. The code is &et up with J7 
independent variables which define the design and 
performance. It has the capability to optimize sev
eral of these variables simultaneously within broad 
bounds. The dependent variables are computed from 
the algorithms, and both are used in the subroutines 
for determining plant costs. 

CODEr. generates the associated sizing, perfor
mance, and cost information for alternate parameters 
based on the application of reference case component 
configurations. Evaluations of alternate component 
configuraiton~ raust be accomplished by external input 
or manipulation of the algorithms, depending on how 
extensi.ve the alternate componeot configuration is. 
Table 1 gives the base case parameters for CODER 
evaluations of the intercooled and nonintercooled 
cycles. Table 2· presents the factors considered for 
the evaluations. 

COMPO?II:!IT DESIGN CONSIDEr.ATIO!IS 

Since the component design details have been 
described previously, they will not be discussed in 
this paper. HoYever, because optimization of the 
plant (Fig. 1) is dependent on individual component 
configurations, the key component characteristics are 
summarized below. 

Helium Tut;bumachine 

The turbomachinery design work for the HTGr,-GT 
pouer plant uas done by the Power Systems Division 
and Pratt and Hhitney Aircraft. Division of United 
Technologies Corporation (UTC) (4-7). Turbomachine 
conceptual designs were developed for a range of 
sizes, and the 400-HW(e) intercooled and noninter
cooled machines were used in support of the optimiza
t.i.nn "t•.i.di~~. The key turboruachine teacutes are (1) · 
a single shaft, (2) a direct drive, and (3) two bear
ing rotors. with a single gas inlet duct (Figs. 2, 3). 

Heat Exchangers 

Hork on the conceptual design of the heat 
cuchangers f,n· the HTGR-G'l' (6) was done by General 
Atomic (GA) and Combustion Engineering (CE). The 
thermal-hydraulic sizing and analysis was performed 
at GA and the mechanical design at CE. 
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Table l Base case param!?ters for CODEr. evaluations 

Reactor ratio& (HW(t)) 
?lumber of loops 
Liner option 

Compressor pressure ratio, each 
Compressor pressure ratio, overall 
Compressor flo\I ( lb/h x 106 (kg/h x 106] 
lligh-pressure (llP) compressor outlet pressure 

(ps1a (kPa)) 

Reactor inlet temperature (•F (°C)). 
Reactor outlet temperature ( 0 f (°C)j 
Turbine inlet temperature ( °F ( °C)) 

Low-pressure (LP) compressor inlet temperature 
(°F (°C)J 

HP compressor lnlet temperature (°F (°C)) 
H.inimum cycle helium temperature ( •r (°C)) 
Primary system pressure 1088 (psi (kPa)) 

Recuperator HP 6P (psi (k.Pa)) 
Core AP (psi (le.Pa)} 
Turbine 6P I psi (k.Pa) l 

Recuperator LP AP (psi (kPa)) 
Precooler AP (psi (le.Pa)) 
1.P cotDpressor pressure rise I psi (kPa) J 
HP compressor pressure rise I psi Ck.Pa)) 
Total cocpressor pressure rise (psi (le.Pa)) 

Recuperator effectiveness 
Turbini? Uentropic efficiency (%) 
HP compressor isentropic efficiency (%) 
LP compressor isentropic efficiency (%) 

Generator efficiency (%) 
Turbine blade cooling flow (%) 
Turbine disc cooling flow (%) 

Ambient air temperature ( °F (°C)) 
Cooling vat er temperature I °F C°C) J 
Precooler outlet water temperature I 0 P (°C) I 
tntercooler outlet water temperature I °F ( 0 c) J 

Heat loss (KW(t)) 
Auxiliary power (HW( t) J 
Plant cfficienc.y (t;) 

?:et electrical output (tN(e)) 

lntercooled 
CODEfl7 P.un COl 

2000 
2 
Conventional 

1. 7S 
3.06 
3.98 (1.81) 

1142 (78.7) 

841 (449) 
IS62 (8SO) 
IS60 (849) 

79.6 (26.4) 
80.0 (26.7) 
79 .o (26.1) 
72.S (S.O) 

12.9 (0.89) 
12.s co.86> 
701 (48 .3) 

S.9 (0.41) 
h.9 (0.48) 
284 (19.6) 
489 (33.7) 
773 (S3.3) 

0.898 
92.2 
90.2 
90.8 

98.8 
0 
2.96 

S9 (IS) 
69 (20.6) 
188.S (G6.9) 
lSO.O (6S.6) 

9.93 
8.0 
41.6 

832 

(ahuA • not applicable. 
Cb>Therc is o~le une compressor in the nonintercooled case. 

Table 2 Factors used for COO:r. evaluation 

Uonintercooled 
CODEr.8 r.un t<Ol 

2000 
2 
Conventional 

11/A(a) 
2 .s 
4.6S (2. II) 

llSO (79.3) 

94S (S07) 
IS62 (CSO) 
1S60 (849) 

80.l (26.7) 
N/A 
79.0 (26.1) 
76. 7 (S.3) 

1s.s c1.07) 
16.6 (1.14) 
613 '(42.3) 

11.0 (0.76) 
S.6 (0.39) 
N/A 
N/A 
690 (47 .6) 

0.898 
91.8 
89 .9(bl 

98.8 
0 
2 .96 

S9 (IS) 
69 (20.6) 
270 (132.2) 
N/A 

11.87 
8.0 
38.0 

7S9 

. Conficuration 5in&le unit, tuo rover conversion loors 

:ichedule 

Project coi:::a:dtment 
::cart of construction 
Coamercial oreration 

Construction site 

Fuel cycle costsCa) 

U305 price 

tnflsUOI\ escalation rate 
Enrichment pric.e 
:>iac:ount n1t.e 
Uorl!il•u capital rate 
Tail assay 
Spent fuel shippins cost 
r.eproceooinz cost 
Uaste disposal cost 
nefabrication cost 
Fuel aanufacturing escalation 

indices 

Capacity factor 

Phnt uviial 

Fixed charce rate 
Interest during construction 
Ca['llldry hctor 

Septeaber 1932 
·October l9S7 

June 1995 

Eastern Pennsylvania 

Variable $50/lb (SllO/l~e) to a hir,h of 
SlOO/.lh csno/>nl 

6%/yr 
SlOO/standard uorl; unit in 1979 
10.2%/yr 
IS.6%/yr 
0.20% 
Sl 760/fuel eleaent in 1979 
$4550/fuel element in 1979 
$2300/fuel eleraent in 1979 
57760/fuel element in 1979 
Graphite 
WPI-061-lnd Cheoicals-Materials 
~IC-2819-labor 

80% 

18%/yr. 
fJ'!/yr 
Mt 

(a)Levelized over 15 yr and dicounted to otartup year. 

The heliwn-to-hel.tum recuperator concept {Fig. 
4) remains unchanged from that reported in Ref. 9, 
namely, a straight-tube, counterflow arrangement, 



REFUELING 
PENETRATIONS 

1. Two-loop 2000-MW(t) HTGR-GT 

-----OVERALL MACHINE LENGTH 37 FT (11.3 m)-----l 

VERTICAL 
PRE STRESS 
TENDONS 

CORE 
OUTLET 
DUCT 

GENERATOR DRIVE 

2. 400-~IW(e) nonintercooled turbomachine for HTGR-GT 

TO FROM 
INTERCOOLEA INTERCOOLEA 

FROM 
REACTOR 

3. 600-MW(e) intercooled turbomachine for HTGR-GT 
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HELICAL 
TUBE BUNDLE 

\"/ATER OUT+ 

+ 

TUBE 
SUPPORT 
PLATE 

HP HELIUM 
+FROM 

RECUPERATOR 

1,. Straight tube, modular, counterflow recupcrator 
concept for HTGR-GT 

·with the overall assembly made up by combining sever~ 
al individual hexagonal modules. The helium-to-uater 
heat exchangers (precooler anrl intercooler) reported 
in Ref. 9 were modified to a cross-counterflow heli
cal bundle configuration to provide higher water flow 
velocities with feuer tubes. This configuration is 
shm-m in Fig. 5. 

Prestressed Coincrete Reactor Vessel 

The t1-10-loop prestressed concrete reactor vessel 
(PCRV) arrangement was developed with the objective 
of obtaining a minimum size while providing for tur
bine removal without removal of the electric genera
tor. The cant angle of the turbomachines was 
adjusted so that it is parallel to minimize the 
design problems at the containment interface. This 
arrangement j_nduces a small size penalty on the PCRV 
compared with that obtained when the plant is opti
rJized \1i thout this constraint.· The nonintercciolerl 
PCRV configuration is shovn in Figs. 6 and 7, and the 
:l.nterc.oolerl vend.on :i.n F:l.gs. 13 ;mrl 9. 

GEtIBP.AL PAPJJIETZl'. SEN:>ITIVITY RESULTS 

Turbine Inlet Temperature Variations 

The turbine inlet ·temperature was set at 1560°F 
(850°C) over five years ago, and subsequent studies 
have used this value. Turbine inlet temperature is 
the most important single parameter because of its 
pronounced effect on cycle efficiency. In the recent 
evaluat.ions, turbine inlet temperature was varied 
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LP HELIUM 
FROM TURBINE 

UPPER TUBESHEET 

TUBE BUNDLE 

LOWER TUBESHEET 
INSPECTION PIPE 

HP HELIUM 
FROM· 
COMPRESSOR 

LP HELIUM 
TO PRECODLER 

5. Helical bundle, cross-counterflou, 
helium-to-t'1ater ·heat exchanger (precooler and 
intercooler) for HTGR-GT 

122 FT (37.2 M) 
0.0. PCRV 

~ 
ROD 

6. Nonintercooled top head plan 

between 1472° and 1652°F (000° and 900°C)~ Figure 10 
shows the impact of this variation on total power 
generation costs. This curve was developed for the 
nonintercooled cycle; ho1·1ever, the intercooled cycle 
shows the same general trend and sensitivity. 



116 FT 
(35.4 Ml 

130 FT (39.6 Ml 
0.0. PCRV 

a :···:. 

COMPRESSOR 
DISCHARGE 
DUCT 

CORE 

BARREL 

BOTIOM OF PCRV 

RECUPERATOR 
TURBOMACHINE· 
CAVITY (2) 

7. llonintercooled vertical section 

a. 

CAHE CAVITY 

INTERCOOLER PIPE 
CHASE (2) '\/ 

ROO 

Intercooled top head plan 

To gain a true Pen;p~ctiv·e on the tradP.-offs 
associated with increased temperatures, costs must be 
weighed against increased performance benefits in 
terms of availability and maintenance penalties 
(effects of higher operating temperatures on lifetime 
degradation). An evaluation of these factors com
bined with the technical risks of higher temperatures 
led to the selection of· 1560°F (ll50°C) as the design 
turbine inlet temperature for the nonintercooled and 
lulercuuled planes. 
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-0.8 
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BOTIOM HEAD 

>:·:.':: .. _ ! 
BOTIOM OF PCRV 

RECUPERATOR 

TURBOMACHINE 
CAVITY (2) 

9. Intercooled vertical section 

TURBINE IN LET TEMPERATURE 
(REFERENCE VALUE = 1.5820 + 03 °F 
(85o0 c1 

PRIMARY SYSTEM PRESSURE 
(REFERENCE VALUE = 
1.1500 + 03 PSI (79.3 kPa) 

THIS DATA POINT IS CAUSED BY A 
RECUPERATOR MATERIALS CHANGE~ 

-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 

% DEVIATION FROM REFER~NCE VALUE 

10. Turbine inlet temperature and system pressure 
variations vs change in power i;:ost at 80% 
capacity factor 
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Prinary System Pressure Variations 

The primary system compressor discharge pressure 
was varied from 1090 psi (75.l l~Pa) to 1210 psi (G3.4 
kPa), with the noninal value being 1150 psi (79.3 
!-.Pa). Fieure 10 shm·1s the iopact oif this variation 
on total pouer generation costs. There is little 
incentive in terms of total pouer cost to increase 
pressure above the nominal design value. The penalty 
for reduced pressure is also small. Figures 11 and 
12 show the irapact of pressure changes on total capi
tal cost. As pressure increases, optioum recuperator 
and precooler diameters decrease and plant efficiency 
increases (Fig. 11). The PCRV diameter responds to 
the decreasing heat exchanger cavity dimensions until 
the ligament required to contain the pressure starts 
to govern. Figure 12 eives the PCRV diameter and 
plant cost. The present status of plant design, in 
which significant uncertainty is associated with 
parasitic pressure drop calculations, suggests t~at 
the design pressure be slightly higher than the pres
sure at the oinimum of the capital cost curve. 

Compressor Pressure Ratio Variations 

For the nonintercooled cycle, compressor pres
sure ratio was varied between 2.3 and 2.7, with a 
nominal value of 2.5. The pressure ratio of the 
individual compressors of the intercooled cycle was 
varied between 1.5 and 2.0, with a nominal value of 
1. 7 5. With the top system pressure established at 
1150 psi (79.3 kPa), the compressor pressure ratio 
determines the system low-pressure conditions and 
ther.eby influences cycle efficiency as well as PCRV 
lieament sizing requireoents. Figure 13 identifies 
the cost sensitivity of the compressor pressure ratio . 

·for the nonintercooled cycle. The intercooled cycle 
trends are similar. 

Recuperator Effectiveness Variations 

Recuperator effectiveness was varied between 
85.8 to 93.g, with a nominal value of 89.8. Figure 

~ 
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11. l!TGr.-GT two-· loop optimized plant; dry coolilig 
tower. These curves represent CODER 
optimizations of capital mills/kHh for fixed 
compressor outlet pressures. The dry cooling 
tower approach temperature was 10°F (5~56°C) 
uith a dry bulb temperature of 59°F (15°C). 
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13 shows the cost sensitivity of recuperator effec
tiveness. The cost penalty associated with increases 
in effectiveness are significani because of the expo-

. nent ial heat transfer surface relationship to heat 
duty. ?~cuperator effectiveness is a very influ
ential parameter for plant efficiency, and therefore 
high recuperator effectiveness is desired. 
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RTGR-GT two-loop optimized plant; dry co.cling 
tower. These curves represent CODER 
optimizations on capital mills/kl-/h for fixed 
compressor outlet pressures. 1979 capital 
dollars include direct and indirect capital 
costs. 
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13. Compressor pressure ratio and recuperator 
effectiveness variations vs change in power cost 
at 30% capacity factor 
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Fuel Cycle Variations 

The fuel cycle influences parameter selection 
because of its influence on plant performance, power 
generation costs, and fission product release. Com
pared \·11th the 4-yr cycle, the 3-yr fuel cycle has a 
greater fuel cycle cost; however, fission product 
release is less and thermal performance tends to be 
higher. Thernal performance is influenced by the 
lower radial peaking factor l.lith the 3-yr cycle which 
reduces parasitic pressure loss. The 3-yr cycle 
decreases the residence time for the fuel elements, 
thereby decreasing the fuel particle failure frac
tion.· Power density was varied between 6 and 8 
1·1/crn3, uith a nominal value of 7 W/cm3. Figures 14 
and 15 show power generation cost versus power den
sity for the 3- and 4-yr fuel cycles, respectively. 

Performance Influence Coefficients 

Influence coefficients can serve a valuable 
function, but they can, and often are, miS"used. They 
provide gt.d d;ince for initial designs and consequences 
of contemplated design changes. Ho\.lever, the influ
ence coefficients are only valid over a short range, 
assuming that the particular parameter is.varied with 
all others remaining constant. The influence coeffi
cients (A efficiency/A variation) can easily be 
developed from Table 3, which shows how varying cer
tain parameters affects performance. 

Parameter Optimization 

CODER was used in the optimization mode to 
evaluate multiparameter variations. Table 4 gives 
optimized parameters for intercooled and 
nonintercooled design studies. 

A major difference between the plant designs and 
resultant optimized parameters is due to the changes 
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in the pressure drops within the primary coolant 
system. Table 5 gives the pre~sure drops and the 
changes relative to the base case design. 
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Table 3 Impact of varying certain parameters on perforcance 

Paraceter 

Compressor efficiency 
Turbine efficiency 
Gystem pr~&&u~e lu~~ 
Maximum system pressure 
Compressor pressure ratio 
~eactor outlet temperature 
Prccoolcr outlet temperature 

{ambient air temperature) 
Recuperator temperature efficiency 
Front turbine coolinR 

{blade cooling) 
Rear turbine cooling 

{disc cooling) 

Variation /:. Point of 
Point Efficiency 

+1% +o.46 
+l:t +o.62 
+17. -U.'.:>l 
+1% +o.09 
+1% -0.01 
l0°F c::..::.6°c) +o.22 

io•p (5.56°C) -0.73 
+1% +o.17 

+1% -0.54 

+1% -0.64 



•' 

• 

Table 4 ~tJch.ed _paraneter& for intercoolef! and nonintercoolel'\ ~esic.n stur'1es 

~eactor ratin& (HU(t)) 
lluaber of loop£ 
Liner option 

Coapress'or pressure ratJu,(LP/UP) 
Compretosor prcsoure ratio overall 
Corapressor flo11 ( lb/h x 106 (l":.t/11 x to6) 
:lich-pressure (!lP) conpretosor outlet pressure 

I psis (kPa)) 

:leactor inlet teaperature 1 •F (°C) J 
3eactor outlet temperature [°F (°C)) 
Turbine inlet teopcrature [°F (°C)) 

Lou-pressure (Lr) coopressor inlet temperature 
( 'F ('C)J 

HP coopressor inlet tearerature [ •F ( °C)) 
ltinimuCI Cycle helium temperature ( 0 f' (°C)J 
PrfQS.ry systec:i pressure loss (psi (k.Pa)) 

r.ecuperator UP 6P I psi (1-..Pa)) 
Core 6P (psi (1-.Po)) 
Turbine 6P (psi (l:.Pa) J 

!\ecuperator Lr 6P (psi (1-.Pa)] 
Precooler M' (psi (1-.Pa)] 
LP compressor pressure rise (psi (ltPa)J 
:lP coopressor pressure rise (psi (k.Pa)) 

P.ecuperator effectiveness 
Turbine isentropic efficiency (%) 
l~ coapressor isentroplc efficiency (%) 
LP. compressor 1 sentropic efficiency (%) 

Generator efficiency (%) 
Turbine blade cooling flou (%) 
Turbine disc coolinc UO\t (%) 

t.cbient air tet!lperature (°F (•c)) 
Cooline uater teoperature [ °F ( °C)) 
Precooler outlet ,,ater temperature f °F (°C)) 
Intercooler outlet uarer reoperature {Dr (DC)) 

Hear loss {?IU(t)J 
Auxiliary power (t-nt(r)J 
Plant efficiency (%) 

llet electrical output (Utl(e)) 

lntercooled 
Case 

2000 
2 
Conventional 

l.H/l.CO 
3.15 
J.93 (l.7C) 

1250 (06.2) 

033 (445) 
1562 (050) 
1560 (C49) 

79.6 (26.4) 
oo.o (26.7) 
79.0 (26.1) 
64.3 (4.43) 

7.1 (0 .49) 
II.I (0.77) 
792 (54.6) 

I). I (0.90) 
1.9 (0.13) 
301 (20.8) 
556 (38.3) 

0.098 
92.2 
90.2 
90.0 

90.0 
0 
2.96 

59 (15) 
69 (20.6) 
IOC.5 (86.9) 
150.0 (65.6) 

9.79 
6.0 
43.5 

869 

Uonintercooled 
Case 

2000 
2 
Conventional 

2.6 
4.47 (2.03) 

1220 (04.1) 

1922 (494) 
1562 (850) 
1560 (049) 

co.2 (26.CJ 

60.9 (4 .20) 
60.9 (4 .20) 

9.3 (0.64) 
14.5 (l.00) 
690 (47.6) 

10.5 co.12i 
1.6 (0.11) 
751 (51.0J(b) 

0.905 .. 
91.0 
89.o<b> 

9C.8 
0 
2.96 

59 (15) 
69 (20.6) 
270 (132) 

1'.3) 
8.0 
40.0 

600 

<a>eonditions: no blade coolino; for turhomchlne; standard day m:ibienr air 

temf~)~:~: 
0 

ia only one cocipress~r in the nonlntercooled case· 

Table S Otsn,ces in presnure drops uithin p:-tru1ry coolant systen 

r.ase Case 6P Optia1zed Case 6P Chanee 
(psi (l·.Pa)) (psi (kPa)J (psi (kPa)) 

llonintercooled ease 

Core 16.6 (1.14) 14.5 (l.00) -2.1 (-0.14) 
Core to turbine duct 7.6 (0.52) 7 .o (0.48) -0.6 (-0.04) 
Turbine to recuperator tluct 2.9 (0.20) 2.6 (0.18) -0.3 (-0.02) 
'!n.,•.•ro:>!'L't~r 15 .s ( 1.07) 101!j (01i'r) -l.O (-0.,,) 
r.ecuperator to precooler c!uct 1.3 (0.09) 1.3 (0.09) 0 (0) 
Precooler 1\.(1 (0. 39) 1.6 (6.11) -4 .o (-0.28) 
rrccoolcr to r.ncl"r ... .r.,;,-,1· 11111.:l 1.6 (0.11) I.) (0.10) -U.i (-U,Ul) 
Cocpressor to recuperator 

duct ?.O (0.62) 0.1 (0.56) -0.9 (-0.06) 
r.ecuperator 11.0 (0. 76) 9.3 (0.~4) -1. 7 (-0.12) 
~ecuperator to core duct 5.4 (0.37) •• 6 (0.32) . -0.8 (-0.05) 

TQtal 76.) (5.~7) 61.0 (4.20) -15.5 (-1.07) 

Intercoolerl case 

Core 12.S (O.Rh) 11.1 (0. 77) -1.~ (-0.09). 
Core u, tYrb1ne duct h.q (0.4fl) h.• en.".:.) -o.s (-0.011) 
Turbine to :-ecuperator duct 2.3 (0.16) 2.1 (0.14) -0.2 (-0.02) 
r.eeuperator 12.9 (6.89) 13. l (0.9p) +o.2 (+-0.01) 
Recuperator to precooler duct o.c (0.06) 0.8 (0.06) 0 (0) 
Precooler 6.9 (0.4C) 1.9 (0.13) -S,O C-0,JSl 
Precooler to )0'1-presoure 

c.ocpre:;sur (LPC) duel 1.2 (0.08) I.I (0.08) -0.1 '.0) 
LPC to intercooler <!uct 5.5 (0.30) 5.4 (0.37) -0.1 (-0.01) 
lntercoolcr 2.2 (0.15) o. 7 (0.05) -I .5 (-0.1) 
Intercooler to hi&h-pressure 

cor~pressor (UPC) duet 2. 7 (0.19) 2.6 (0.16) -0·1 c-~,01 l 
:u1c to recuperator duct c.c (0.61) C.3 (0.57) -0.5 (-0.04) 
r.ecuperator 5.9 (0.41) 7.2 (0.50) +l.3 (+(l.09) 
necuperator to core duct ~ '.6 (0.26) -0.2 (-0.62) 

Total 72.6 (5.03) 64 .5 (lo -"S> -r..1 (-0.56) 
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